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"Rasmus excels at economic history... The Scourge is a powerful, important book. We ignore it
at our peril." David Baker, ZmagWhile the capitalist system has undergone numerous
restructurings throughout its history, the capitalist elites’ purpose in elaborating these changes
has remained the same: to restore and/or extend their hegemony over domestic class and
global challengers. The current systemic designation, operative since 1978, is “neoliberalism,”
deployed to obfuscate what in actuality is US imperialism and domestic class warfare.The
Scourge of Neoliberalism describes the origins and evolution of the specifically American form
of Neoliberalism. Its expansionary phase—from 1978 to 2008—was disrupted by the global
crash and crisis of 2008-09 and was only partially restored by the Obama regime thereafter.
Trump’s attempt to resuscitate Neoliberalism has led to the emergence of a new, more
aggressive and virulent form which, despite some gains, is nonetheless a destabilizing policy
regimen destined to break down with the next global economic crisis, which is likely occur by
2020.The political consequences of US neoliberal policy evolution and restoration efforts have
led, on the one hand, to the breakdown of government institutions, the decline of mainstream
political parties, the atrophy of democratic practices, rights and values, and attacks on civil
liberties, and on the other to the embedding of the Neoliberal credo that business tax cuts create
jobs, free trade benefits all, low interest rates generate investment, entitlement programs are the
cause of government deficits, markets are always efficient, recessions are caused by external
shocks to an otherwise stable equilibrium system, and similar empirically unverifiable
propositions.In describing the evolution of Neoliberal policies from Reagan through Clinton, the
Bushes, Obama, and Trump presidencies, Rasmus shows how they have played a central
enabling role in the financialization of the US capitalist economy, in its ever-growing income and
wealth inequality gaps, and in the increasing polarization of US society and polity
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ClothingWhat is Neoliberalism? And why another book on a subject that has already been
written about hundreds of times since the early 1980s? One reason is that many accounts of
Neoliberalism address it mostly as the evolution of an Idea, instead of an actual historical
practice. Another is the failure to clarify the different iterations of Neoliberalism as Policy, from its
origins circa 1978–82 through the present Trump administration. Still another is the failure to
account for the material forces driving its evolution, necessary to assess the prospects for its
continuation or not.The concept has had so many interpretations—often contradictory—as to
have become almost meaningless. Neoliberalism has come to mean so many things to so many
different people that it has lost its effectiveness as a subject of analysis, it is argued. As one well
known analysis concluded, “Imprecision would seem to characterize its use, sometimes even
among those for whom the concept is central to their analysis, and its over-use is seen to have
resulted in a loss of analytical value.”1Another reason, critics argue, is that Neoliberalism is itself
an ideological concept. It is mostly the creation of academics, liberal and conservative alike,
intended to replace and substitute for what was formerly analysis centered on concepts of class
conflict and imperialism. Neoliberalism simply replaces the latter with a “softer” more acceptable
term.Yet another reason is that Neoliberalism is a flip side of domestic programs and policies of
Globalization theory and its “class-less” analysis of capitalist political economy.Another line of
criticism is that the analysis of Neoliberalism is too focused on abstract ideas like free markets
and lacks a more fundamental explanation of the forces behind and giving rise to those ideas.
Or, on the other hand, its analysis is reduced to a simple description and listing of government
programs and policies—again without explaining the deeper, material forces driving those
policies. Explanations of Neoliberalism are thus superficial, focusing on abstract ideas and, at
best, legislated policies and missing a deeper material analysis.Notwithstanding the
fundamental ambiguity of the term, Neoliberalism is generally understood to have something to
do with the transformation of late 20th century capitalism, usually originating sometime in the



decade of the 1970s. And that somehow this transformation has served to rejuvenate capitalism
since the 1980s—albeit at the expense of the many in favor of the wealthy few. Neoliberalism
thus serves as an umbrella concept aggregating the changes and the negative effects of late
20th century global capitalism as it has undergone a major transformation from the late 1970s to
the present.Explanations and analyses of Neoliberalism—and thus its critique as well—fall into
two general approaches.1. The evolution of an Idea or set of ideas which originate, it is argued,
following World War II and eventually emerge as a cohesive set of related economic, political,
and philosophical ideas sometime in the 1970s, initially in the US and UK, and then spreading
globally in weaker form.2. A set of practices—i.e. the programs and policies that develop and are
introduced—that also arise in that decade, and were then deepened and expanded in the
1980s-1990s, elements of which eventually spread beyond the UK and US to subsequently be
adopted in Europe and other major emerging market economies.Those explaining Neoliberalism
as a set of Ideas maintain that the Idea of Neoliberalism preceded and gave rise to the Practice
of Neoliberalism in a kind of cause and effect. Intellectuals created the Idea(s) by adapting
classic liberalism ideas to the realities of post-war capitalist economy. These clever intellectuals
subsequently convinced politicians and social elites in the 1970s to implement their ideas in
practice, in the form of programs and policies uniquely identifiable as “neoliberal.” Conversely,
those giving predominance in analysis to the Practice of Neoliberalism argue the Idea was not
causal. Clever intellectuals simply noticed the real trends and adapted their abstract ideas to it in
order to make the claim they were presciently responsible for the neoliberal “turn.” But this leaves
out a third possibility and explanation: namely, that the Idea of Neoliberalism—and the various
sub-elements and propositions of which it is composed—arose post-hoc to the actual Practice
(programs, policies, political changes, etc.) as justification for, and legitimization of, the Practice
already being implemented.The two ways of explaining Neoliberalism—as Idea and as Practice
—have influenced critics of Neoliberalism in turn. Critics attack Neoliberalism along the same
lines: Some seek to criticize Neoliberalism from the perspective of the Idea of Neoliberalism;
others to attack the Practice of Neoliberalism—i.e. its programs, policies, and their effects.But
both approaches end up with only a partial critique that remains at an abstract and superficial
level. A more complete understanding of Neoliberalism—as both an idea and as a set of
programs and policies—is missed in virtually all the prevailing critiques of Neoliberalism to date.
Neoliberalism cannot be adequately understood without a consideration of the deeper, material
forces and developments that give rise to it—whether as Idea or Practice.The Missing Material
Basis in Neoliberalism AnalysisBoth the Idea and the Practice of Neoliberalism are rooted in
global capitalism’s crisis and subsequent need for restructuring that occurred in the decade of
the 1970s. That’s its material basis, the explanation of which is often missing in most critical
accounts of Neoliberalism. However, that particular restructuring was not unique. Capitalist
restructuring has periodically occurred on several occasions during the past century: In the
period immediately preceding and during World War I, from 1908–1917; in the aftermath of the
second World War, 1944–53; followed by the most recent, third restructuring in response to the



stagnation and crisis of global capitalism during the 1970s decade. Thus Neoliberalism is
basically the term applied to the latest capitalist restructuring event, the first phase of which was
roughly 1979–1986.2The programs and policies—i.e. the Practice of Neoliberalism—is about
enabling the implementation of the restructuring, whereas the Idea of Neoliberalism is about
justifying, legitimizing, and garnering public and political support for those programs and
policies. But the deeper essence of Neoliberalism is the actual capitalist restructuring that gives
rise to both the Practice as well as the Idea of Neoliberalism.What is meant by restructuring is
addressed further at the end of this chapter, and again in further detail in Chapter 2 that follows.
As a preliminary “working definition” at this point: restructuring refers to fundamental changes in
how goods and services are produced—i.e. what’s made, where it’s made, how it’s made, as
well as by whom (i.e. private sector or the government). Restructuring also refers to changes in
markets and distribution—in product markets, labor markets, and what are called capital (i.e.
financial) markets. And it encompasses changes in the nature of technology and money itself.As
capitalism evolves, its dominant production processes, markets, technologies, and systems of
money and credit change, both quantitatively and qualitatively. This change results in
contradictions that slow the capitalist economy’s real economic growth while increasing its
financial system’s instability. These changes occur organically and inevitably over time. Old
programs and policies that worked to ensure stability and growth of the system become less
effective and then fail as changes in production, markets, technologies, and systems of finance
and credit result in contradictions that slow growth and foster financial instability. New programs
and policies are thus required. This cycle occurs every several decades. New policies, new
programs, new institutions are necessary to accommodate the material changes in the system in
order to restore growth and stability once again. New ideas (or alteration of old ideas) are
needed to justify the restructuring and the new programs and policies. Changes in political
structures may also be required to push through the new programs and policies.3 The process
of restoration and change, if successful, may take years. But the restructuring and change in
practices and ideas enables the continuation of the capitalist system per se for several more
decades—until once again inherent contradictions multiply and yet another restructuring is
required. In the long 20th century, periodic crises and subsequent restructurings of the global
capitalist economy have occurred no fewer than three times—as previously noted 1908–17,
1944–53, and 1979–86. The latest is what might be called the Neoliberal restructuring.In
summary, Neoliberalism is both Practice and Idea associated with the latest capitalist
restructuring that commenced circa the late 1970s, which continued to evolve (i.e. deepen and
expand) up until the 2008–09 crisis. The past decade, 2009–19, has been about attempting to
restore and revive capitalism post the 2008–09 crisis. Revival failed under Obama, leading to the
attempt to now resurrect capitalism in a more aggressive “Neoliberalism 2.0” form under Trump.
Should the current Trump restoration ultimately fail, the next crisis is almost certainly to occur in
the coming decade. The subsequent restructuring, moreover, will therefore not likely be
“Neoliberal” in form, but qualitatively something else.Neoliberalism as IdeaIt is at minimum a



misnomer to encompass the conceptualizations that comprise contemporary Neoliberalism by a
term that seems to indicate an evolution of Classical Liberalism, and thereby accrete some of
the attraction of that earlier mode of thought. Neoliberalism in many ways, both as idea and as
practice, is not “Liberal” at all.Liberalism in its classic form is a creation of 18th century European
thought. Let’s therefore compare some of the more wellknown ideas of classic liberalism with the
Neoliberalism idea as put forward by US and UK economists, political theorists, and
philosophers from the close of the 1970s to the present as it relates to their primary
principlesFree MarketsOn the surface both Classic Liberalism and Neoliberalism appear to
share the common advocacy of free markets, the corollary of which is rejection of government
intervention in markets (sometimes called the “minimalist state” thesis).But Classic Liberals—
such as Adam Smith, David Hume, John Locke and others—supported free markets because
they were considered morally superior, advanced the development of the individual, and were
more congruent with “Man’s Nature,” when compared to what were called “Mercantilist” ideas
and policies that preceded classic liberalism. Under Mercantilism the monarchy and nobility
allied with merchants, explorers and adventurists to create the first corporations that functioned
as monopolies to exploit the new world and its resources. Mercantilism was about big
corporations and monopolists. The King and nobility were given a big cut of the profits from
exploitation of natural resources in the “new world,” in exchange for the granting of monopoly
status to their exploitation. Mercantilism, as the dominant economic system of the 17th-18th
centuries, was also opposed to minimum wages for home workers. That system made it a crime
not to work. If convicted for not working, workers were sent to the “workhouse” where they were
then subcontracted out to work at below subsistence wages. Mercantilism emphasized the
export of home-made products, even if that created domestic shortages and caused inflation,
and it advocated the minimization of imports. In other words, it sought a trade surplus. The
accumulation of gold from the trade surplus was the primary objective of economic activity and
trade. Wealth in gold, to be accumulated by the King, nobility, and merchant-exploiters.The
Classic Liberalism of Adam Smith, David Hume and others attacked all these “non-market” and
“anti-market” ideas and practice of Mercantilism. Smith argued Mercantilist ideas crushed Man’s
nature to produce and buy and sell (in markets) the product of his labor. It was Man’s basic
nature to “truck and barter” (buy and sell in markets), as Smith called it. Free markets set Man’s
basic nature free. Markets, were thus first and foremost about morality. Smith was appalled by
how big corporations under Mercantilism did all they could to destroy free markets and prevent
competition. He wrote entire volumes castigating Mercantilism.4 He opposed the idea of trade
that sought to maximize exports over imports (i.e. ensure a trade surplus). And he argued the
objective of society was not the accumulation of gold or money, but the production of real goods
to be sold at the lowest competitive price. That, he argued, is what would create jobs and raise
incomes for all—not just for the corporate monopolists and friends.Smith’s version of Classic
Liberalism would thus also be opposed to the reality of contemporary Neoliberal capitalism,
which shares more in common with Mercantilism than it does with anything “Liberal” in the



Smithian sense.Some of the better known developers of Neoliberal ideas include Friedrich
Hayek and Ludwig von Mises in Europe, Carl Schmitt in politics who proposed to circumvent
liberal democracy, and various academic philosophers of unfettered individualism, like Karl
Popper, Robert Nozick, and even Ayn Rand. It was circa the late 1940s that the “Neo”
transformation of Classic Liberalism began to gain traction in its transformation of classic
liberalism. The shift began with the watershed meeting of what was called the “Mont Pelerin
Society” convening in Geneva in 1947.5 The leading intellectual advocates at the gathering
included Hayek, the dominant voice of “Austrian Economics” that debated head-on with Keynes;
Milton Friedman, the American who would personify the “Chicago School” of economics in the
US, that attacked the fundamental premises of post-war Keynesian advocacy of government
intervention in the economy to ensure growth and stability; and philosophers of extreme
individualism like Popper and Nozick; as well as other lesser figures among academics and
pundits on the political right who picked up the Neoliberal torch initially lit by the Hayeks,
Friedmans, and others, and further adapted the Neoliberal Idea to the service of American
global hegemony during the 1990s.Hayek’s earlier suggestion that a dominant state must
emerge from the world war to take classic liberalism to the next level, now became a more
specific argument by Charles Krauthammer in 1989 for the USA in the 1990s to become the
“super-sovereign” and exercise “universal dominion.” William Kristol and Robert Kagan
proposed, in their 1996 essay “Toward a Reaganite Foreign Policy,” an American “benevolent
global hegemony.”6 This of course was just old wine Imperialism poured into a new bottle of
Neoliberalism.Like Classic liberalism, Neoliberalism as Idea also proclaimed its support for free
markets. But it could not claim to do so because markets foster superior moral behavior or
enable the development of the individual and are more in harmony with Man’s nature. Or
because free markets benefit everyone, insofar as it had become overwhelmingly clear that
there were few actual “free markets” under contemporary Neoliberal capitalism. Large,
multinational global corporations dominate the economy and do all they can to suppress free
markets and competition whenever possible, making free market capitalism a fiction. In the USA
alone 20% of all businesses are corporations, and they produce 80% of all the goods and
services. But they do not, per Classic Liberalism, produce goods at the lowest possible cost or
provide them at the lowest possible price, given their near monopoly status. Since the rise of
Neoliberalism in the 1980s, these same corporations have steadily moved tens of millions of
jobs from the US to cheaper costs of production abroad. So much for the Neoliberalism Idea’s
concern for the individual, as US real wages and standards of living have stagnated and
declined for the tens of millions who previously made the products. The Classic Liberal vision of
free markets that raised the standard of living for all does not describe 21st century capitalism in
the USA. Rather, these “unfree” markets have resulted in an acceleration of income and wealth
inequality instead. Contemporary global multinational corporations in today’s Neoliberal era
share far more in common with the corporations of Mercantilism than they do with the vision of
free market capitalist enterprises in the classic liberalism of Adam Smith and others.“Efficient



Markets”Instead of advancing the moral condition of the individual, Neoliberal free market
advocacy is based on the claim that markets are “more efficient” than the alternatives of
government intervention or production of public goods or services. Efficiency here means
production at the lowest cost for the greatest volume of output. It is stripped of any benefit to the
individual or society in general, and externalizes many of its own actual costs. Neoliberalism
argues the low cost of production enables the production of still more goods due to the cost
savings that boost profits, which in turn enables the hiring of more workers. But the reality is
prices rarely decline due to greater efficiency in production but due to inadequate demand from
insufficient wage income and other economic causes. Nor do more workers get hired from the
excess savings and investment. The gains from efficiency instead accrue to the corporations,
their senior managers, and shareholders.Nevertheless the Idea of Neoliberalism argues that
“markets are more efficient” than government. But this thesis is also proven grossly wrong time
and again. How “efficient” were the “free markets” in banking and finance in the US and UK, that
led to the crash of 2008–09 and the great recession? How much lost output and production did
that crisis create? How efficient was it that? During the 2008–09 financial and real economic
crisis• More than $4 trillion in pension values were destroyed.• Nearly 20 million workers went
without jobs or income for months and years• 14 million families’ mortgages were foreclosed
and lost their homes• The government and central bank, the Fed, bailed out the bankers and
shadow bankers that caused the crash in the first place by providing them $5 to $10 trillion in
free cash and subsidized loans at near zero interest—while the rest of the Main Street economy
got lost homes, lost jobs, and lost income.7Was all that “efficient markets”? Neoliberalism’s real
theory of efficient markets amounts to: “the production of goods at lowest cost sold to
consumers at highest price due to the reduction of competition.” It thus differs fundamentally
from classical liberalism’s “production of goods at lowest cost providing the most goods to
consumers at lowest price due to the maximization of competition.” The result is Neoliberalism
maximizes profits for corporations and their shareholders at the expense of consumers and
workers, whereas Classic Liberalism’s idea of efficient markets minimizes profits by sharing the
benefits as much as possible with consumers. Moreover, the Neoliberal theory fails to include
the economic impacts on the economy and society overall. Its “markets are efficient” idea
therefore is not only incorrect but woefully inadequate. In practice, the “free market” enjoyed by
bankers and investors was massively “inefficient” in the larger macroeconomic sense
post-2008.Neoliberalism also supports free trade and free trade deals, like NAFTA and the
scores of US bilateral free trade treaties. But it is not the free trade of Classic Liberalism.
Neoliberal free trade is not really “free.” NAFTA and other US free trade deals implemented
under Neoliberalism are rife with tariffs, quotas and other limits on free markets, unlike Classic
Liberalism. Neoliberal free trade deals are really about guaranteeing favorable terms and
conditions for US corporations’ investments in the trade partner country. These terms and
conditions ensure generous repatriation of profits back to the multinational corporations’
headquarters operations in the US. (Or some other country, for tax evasion purposes). The



NAFTA treaty spends more ink defining the terms and conditions of money capital flows from the
US into Mexico-Canada than it does about lowering tariffs and quotas between the US and their
economies. US corporations are allowed to purchase, build, relocate to, or otherwise capture the
production and distribution (and thus the natural resources) in those economies, and then
repatriate the wealth of Mexico-Canada resources back to the US. In other words, Neoliberal
“free trade” is an ideologically-derived misnomer and has little in common with “free markets.”On
Government InterventionAnother “idea” associated with both Classic Liberalism and
Neoliberalism is minimizing government intervention in the economy. But here once again the
ideas diverge.While acknowledging Adam Smith, the “father” of classic liberalism, many
libertarians and other self-defined liberals today ignore the fact that Smith was actually an
advocate of government intervention—and not just for government providing for defense and
public safety. Smith was not against “big government” per se. In fact, he recognized that, as a
society grew and became more complex, both economically and otherwise, government would
also naturally have to grow in size and complexity. And that it would require appropriate taxation
to support its activities. Smith was also, as a classic liberal, a strong advocate of public works
and favored the government providing public goods, since it was clear that such public works
was necessary for commerce (and indeed for society itself). Markets did not always—if at all—
provide a sufficient “profit” for private investors to build public works or services.8 Public
waterworks, roads, and other utilities were often cited as goods and services that only
government could provide, or at least provide at far less cost (which made government in effect
a more “efficient” provider). Taxes levied by the government to pay for public works were
therefore legitimate, Smith maintained. Smith especially approved of government involvement in
public education. As he put it, “the education of the common people requires, perhaps, in a
civilized and commercial society, the attention of the public more than that of people of some
rank and fortune.”9 And Smith also regarded government provision of public education by
means of taxation as legitimate. As he put it, “For a very small expense the public can facilitate,
can encourage, and can even impose upon almost the whole body of the people, the necessity
of acquiring those most essential part of education.”10In stark contrast to Smith’s Classic
Liberalism, Neoliberalism attacks “big government” and the taxes that pay for it. Or at least, for
certain parts of those expenditures. Taxation for military expenditures is supported without
exception. Where Neoliberal policy aims at reducing government and taxes is where social
programs and public works spending is involved. So Neoliberalism is only “selectively” anti-big
government. It is more than willing to let government spending on public works and public goods
and services to decline in the name of what it calls “austerity,” code for reduced government
spending for social programs and benefits. Austerity does not apply to military spending. As for
funding public education, Neoliberalism policy constantly seeks to reduce funding and therefore
public education. One of the most ardent spokespersons of Neoliberalism, the economist Milton
Friedman, held the view for decades that there should be no public education system at all.
While Neoliberalism has not been able to eliminate public education, it has found ways to



defund and reduce it at the margins. Thus Neoliberalism strongly supports the creation of
charter schools. It proposes paid vouchers for home schooling to reduce the public education
base, and increasingly requires families of public age children to shoulder more of the cost of
public education, while reducing real government spending on education.Taxation and JobsOne
of the cornerstones of Neoliberalism is that taxes on corporations, investors, and the wealthiest
households should be reduced. Such tax cuts will result in more cost savings to business and
investors, which will then (it is assumed) be directed into expanding investment, production,
hiring more workers and raising economic output, and ultimately generating more tax revenue.
Ergo, tax cuts create jobs! As Chapter 8 of this book will reveal, there is no empirical evidence of
this alleged causation between business-investor tax cutting and employment and the
generation of an increase in tax revenue. Sometimes referred to as “supply side” economics, the
assumption that business tax cuts create jobs represents another Neoliberal view that
contradicts the view of classical liberalism. In fact, Smith argues the opposite causation: namely,
that raising taxes on business pressures it to introduce more cost reducing machinery,
technology, and division of labor in production processes that in turn generates greater
productivity, investment, jobs, output and therefore greater tax revenue. In short, business tax
hikes create jobs, not business tax cuts!Deregulation and PrivatizationNeoliberalism is
characterized by extreme deregulation of both industries and broader social protections like the
environment. Beginning in 1980 broad sectors of the communications, banking and transport
industries in the US were deregulated. The same thing had already occurred in the UK, as well
as with previously nationalized industries like coal mining. Privatization means the complete
deregulation of a formerly public corporation, as the company is sold off to private investors and
thereafter run strictly as a for-profit capitalist enterprise. Deregulation in general, however,
means reducing government oversight of business behavior even if it results in harmful impacts
on the public and consumers. In the US by the late 1990s the further federal-level deregulation
of the banking sector played a major part in facilitating the financial excesses that led to the
crisis of 2008–09. Yet industry deregulation under Neoliberalism has not been totally
abandoned; the four-decade trend of Neoliberalism has been to deregulate more and
more.Privatization has been more pronounced in Europe, insofar as a greater degree of
government-run enterprises existed there compared to in the US. But privatizations have
occurred in the US as well: the sale of the former Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) that provided
electricity to regional rural areas of the US South; the sale of federal, state and local buildings
and properties; the sell-off of what was formerly a public hospital system. The public education
system has undergone major privatization in the form of charter schools, home schooling
subsidization, financial favoritism provided to “for profit” college trade schools that bilk students
of their tuition, and the spread of corporate-run “coding academies.” Privatization has also
occurred in the US in the form of the widespread leasing, at minimal cost, of federal lands to
lumber and mining interests which has accelerated since 1980. American-style privatization is
also reflected in the US military’s subcontracting functions of military services to private



contractors—a practice that would have been firmly rejected by Smith and Classical Liberalism.
The growing use of professional mercenaries by the US military, and by the intelligence arms of
NSA, CIA, and other agencies, thus represents a form of privatization.Classic Liberalism
supports the idea of government regulation of “externalities”: i.e. market activity impacts causing
direct harm or loss to an uninvolved third party or the environment, such as pollution created by
industry that results in severe negative health effects on third parties, typically the public, who
were uninvolved in the selling and buying of the product or service that created the pollution.
Classical Liberalism supports the need for the regulation of such negative externalities.
Neoliberalism may accept such regulation in theory, or to a token degree at times, but Neoliberal
practice over the past four decades, and especially in recent years, reveals an intense effort to
eliminate regulations designed to mitigate “externality” effects.Deficits and Public DebtClassical
Liberalism argued that the process of governments running deficits and running up national
debt, and then borrowing money to repay the debt, had the effect of “hindering the accumulation
or acquisition of new capital”; that is, of reducing real investment and GDP. Borrowing by
government was justified only in war time, since taxation alone could not fund the costs. The
notion that payment of interest on debt was not a problem since it was just a transfer of funds
internally from one sector to another was, according to Smith, “an apology founded altogether
on the sophistry of the mercantile system.”11 When excessive national debt is incurred it is
never repaid and that eventually ends in government default and a debasement of the national
currency.12 National debt should therefore be permitted only in war time and debt incurred
during such war periods should therefore be repaid and eliminated in peace time, per Smith.This
classic liberal view should be contrasted with its Neoliberal opposite. Under Neoliberalism in
both the USA and UK, national debt has chronically and incessantly accelerated since 1980.
And little has been done to retire it. On the contrary, the Neoliberalism Idea supports the view
that it is permitted to escalate the national debt. From barely $1 trillion in 1980, US national debt
rose to $4 trillion by 2000, $10 trillion by 2008, and $22 trillion by 2019.13 Neoliberalism sees
national debt as acceptable—so long as foreign investors, private and public alike, continue to
recycle US dollars back to the US to purchase US Treasury securities that would then
“finance” (pay for, or offset) the annual national budget deficits that underlie the growing national
debt. This arrangement is part of the “twin deficits” system of Neoliberalism—which integrates
chronic annual trade deficits with budget deficits and therefore national debt—that is explained
in more detail in subsequent chapters of this book. The point here is that Neoliberalism as Idea
holds a view on national or public debt that is virtually 180 degrees the opposite of classic
liberalism.The Role of MoneyOne of the deepest divergences between Classical Liberalism and
Neoliberalism is over the role of money in the economy. Classical Liberalism adhered to the view
that “money was neutral.” What that meant was that money could not, by itself, generate
economic growth. It was neutral. An excess of money accompanying little or no further
production of goods and services would only result in inflation in the prices of existing goods and
services. Real economy production and growth were the consequence of real factors—an



increase in the amount of land cultivated, a growth of the work force, or the adding of more fixed
capital or machinery to production. The “neutrality of money” view was thus complemented by
the related “classic dichotomy” proposition of classical liberalism, which maintained that in the
long run the real side of the economy and real economic growth is separated (dichotomy) from
prices and the money side. Economic growth was determined not by money but by quantities of
factors of production like the amount of land, labor, capital stock and its productivity (i.e.
quality).In stark contrast to this “neutrality” and “dichotomy” of money view, Neoliberalism places
great importance upon the level of the money supply and inflation, and argues money injections
into the economy are a prime determinant of real economic growth. Raising the money supply
lowers interest rates, providing extra disposable cash to corporations and investors, according to
Neoliberalism, which then assumes this excess cash will instantaneously be committed to
investment in real goods and services, which will require more employment and in turn result in
more production and economic growth. Thus the money supply drives the real economy and
monetary (interest rate) policy is more critical to expanding production than is fiscal policies of
tax cuts or government spending, according to the Neoliberal view. Neoliberalism is thus heavily
biased toward monetary policy, whereas Classical Liberalism viewed the role of money as
virtually always a consequence, and not a cause, of real economic growth.In the view of one of
Neoliberalism’s greatest advocates, Milton Friedman, all that is necessary to ensure real
economic growth is a policy of growing the money supply steadily and slowly at a fixed rate
every year. This has been embedded in the idea of a “money growth rule,” adhered to until this
day by Friedman’s intellectual epigones. Just grow the money supply and forget the rest of fiscal
and monetary policy which, according to Friedman disrupt and negate the money growth rule.
Recessions occur when this growth rule is abandoned.14The preceding examples are just some
of the major comparisons between the Neoliberal Idea vs. the Classical Liberal idea. What is
clearly evident in all the comparisons is that the major ideas of free or efficient markets, limits on
government spending (aka austerity) or government intervention in the economy, deregulation
and privatization, tax effects on employment, balancing government budgets, etc., show how
fundamentally different the Classical Liberal idea is from the Neoliberal. Neoliberalism is not an
idea that inherits very much from Classical Liberalism. And what it does inherit, it thoroughly
revises and changes, as it distorts the “Liberal Idea” to continue to front the reality of late 20th
century capitalism.Neoliberalism as IdeologyNeoliberalism as Idea is therefore not about
“Liberalism” at all, classic or otherwise. It is instead about the selective transformation of the
ideas of Classic Liberalism to the service of late 20th century capitalism’s post-1970s
restructuring; to the legitimization of American global hegemony and its expansion of empire as
well as to justify an ever greater extraction of income from other classes and interests in the US,
and the transfer of that income to capital.Nevertheless, among a wide grouping of contemporary
intellectual elites Neoliberalism is still considered the inheritor of Classical Liberalism. Somehow,
over the decades from the 1920s and 1930s, key foundational ideas of Classical Liberalism
have been brought forward to the 1970s by clever intellectuals—a kind of “neoliberal thought



collective” as it has been called—where, based often on the advice of these same clever
intellectuals, their revisionist ideas were adopted by leading politicians in power—in particular
starting in the UK and USA. It is argued there has been a direct line from the Mt. Pelerin Society
to think tanks like Heritage Foundation, American Enterprise Institute, Hudson Institute and
others on the “far right” in the USA. The starting point is that Neoliberalism represents a
Classical Liberalism reformation. Insofar as it is then communicated by intellectuals (i.e.
economists, political theorists, philosophers, etc.) to politicians and corporate elites who then
transform the ideas into actual practice and programs, the “transmission mechanism” is
purportedly the intellectuals themselves, who convince capitalist elites and their politicians to
adopt their recommendations on free markets, privatizations, austerity, deregulation, and so
forth.A contemporary version of this view that Ideas created by intellectuals succeed in injecting
their wisdom into the minds and plans of practical politicians, ruling elites, and policy makers is,
paradoxically, the journalist work of leftist Naomi Klein in the US.15 As her work has been
accurately summed up by others:For Klein, political elites in the thrall of Milton Friedman and
others from the Chicago School of economics … would be the key to the advance of
Neoliberalism. According to Klein, neoliberalism was constructed through the ways these elites
managed to seize opportunistically on natural disasters, wars and economic crises to force the
dystopian neoliberal free market ideal on disoriented populations.16But this is all “Idealist”
philosophy where ideas come first and causally determine the outcome of history. It contends
that the Idea (of Neoliberalism), as advanced by intellectuals, is what has driven global
capitalism into its late 20th century form—not that elites and politicians who exercise the real
levers of economic and political power pick and choose among the useful ideas put forth by
intellectuals those that legitimize and justify the transformation and the policies they’ve already
decided on and are about to implement or have already done so. No, it’s the virtual power of the
ideas themselves, created in the minds of the intellectuals and offered by those intellectuals to
those in power, that ultimately convinces these real world actors—the capitalist elites and
politicians—to adopt them. The causal relationships between Ideas and Practices are thus
inverted, or reversed. And as this book will explain, inverting or reversing causal relationships
among the key elements and main propositions that constitute an idea is one of the hallmarks of
what is meant by Ideology and ideological manipulation.Another characteristic of Ideology is to
assume correlation is the same as causation. Many critiques of Neoliberalism slip fluidly
between discussing Neoliberalism as an Idea and Neoliberalism in Practice. They leave the
impression when Idea and Practice examples are discussed in the same chapter, or even in the
same paragraph, that the one (Idea) led logically and historically to the other (Practice).David
Harvey’s A Brief History of Neoliberalism falls into that “correlation is causation” trap.17 Harvey,
a Marxist, addresses correctly the crisis of economic conditions in the 1970s, unlike many other
critics. However, he describes US participants in the Mt. Pelerin Society, like Milton Friedman of
the Chicago School, as carrying Neoliberal ideas into the 1970s. Somehow Friedman’s
Neoliberal ideas were thereafter taken up by expanding US think tanks on the right at the time,



which then fed his Neoliberal ideas somehow to the staffers on Reagan’s election campaign and
subsequent administration.18 Thus, the Neoliberal ideas somehow convinced Reagan to
implement his version of Neoliberalism in practice. But this kind of linear sequencing, where
Ideas drive the policy, is not how ideas mostly play a role in historical practice. Indeed, who
should know this better than ostensibly materialist Marxists? More often the Ideas service post-
hoc to legitimize and justify the practical action—i.e. to sell the program or practice to fellow
elites, media, and the public. But when the Ideas and the history and practice are presented
“side by side,” as in Harvey’s account, the assumption is strongly conveyed to the reader that the
one determines the other.What’s missing in this is the empirical verification of the purported
“transmission mechanism” that causally connects the idea with the history and practice, i.e. from
the proponent to the actual program and policy creation and implementation. Only with a
convincing demonstration of the transmission mechanism element might a correlation represent
a causation. Only then can it be argued that Neoliberal Ideas, created by intellectuals like Hayek
or Friedman in the 1970s, or subsequently by Krauthammer or Kagan, are what created the
Neoliberal practices of Reagan and Thatcher in the 1980s, later to be expanded and deepened
by Bill Clinton or Tony Blair in the 1990s.Neoliberalism in Historical PracticeThe actual, historic
Practice of Neoliberalism is about the unique and particular mix of programs and policies—
sometimes old and sometimes new—that has come to define Neoliberalism from the 1980s to
the present. That is, the programs and policies that were required to adjust late 20th century
capitalism to the de-stabilizing changes that had brought it to a period of general crisis by the
decade of the 1970s. A fundamental restructuring was required to address the crisis and
underlying change. That restructuring was implemented largely by means of the new programs
and policies introduced from the late 1970s on, that are now defined as Neoliberal policies.On
the one hand, therefore, restructuring occurs inherently in capitalism as it evolves. The system
inherently changes and “restructures” itself to address its needs and challenges. Production
processes, markets, credit and finance, international exchange, money itself, etc. all evolve and
change. Those changes create contradictions, however, leading to a slowing of the system’s
growth rate and its increasing instability, financial and otherwise. The old policies and practices
fail to induce growth and ensure stability.There are two sides to restructuring, therefore. One
involves inherent “natural” changes. The other involves new programs and policies that are
introduced to meet them and bring the system out of crisis and back onto a recovery and growth
path—albeit only for a period that is typically no more than several decades. Thus restructuring
is both “natural” and the result of policy-program changes. The program-policy changes are
integral to the completion of the restructuring. Changes in capitalism, inherent (natural) and
induced (policy-programs), constitute Neoliberalism in Practice.19Capitalist Natural
RestructuringQualitative changes in Capitalism occurring inherently and naturally within the
system from the late 1960s throughout the 1970s.In production processes, the US had clearly
fallen behind Europe and Japan. Emerging from the Second World War both the latter had
“retooled” with the latest production techniques. Their processes were therefore more efficient;



most were cost reduced, and in general more competitive than their US corporate counterparts
by the early 1960s. From the war’s end in 1945 through the mid-1960s, US industry had faced
virtually no competition. US goods flooded world markets where the demand was almost
unlimited. On the other hand, little if any foreign competition penetrated the US domestic market.
US capital was globally unchallenged and unchecked.There was therefore little pressure on US
corporations to innovate or retool domestic real asset investment. Monopolies and oligopolies
(defined typically as 2 to 5 producers providing 80% of a market share) dominated the US
economy. There was one communications company (AT&T). Three large auto companies. Five
large steel companies. Fewer than five large oil and energy companies. A handful of airlines.
Three large TV Broadcasting firms. Just a few large railroads. Monopolies and oligopolies don’t
innovate. They don’t have to. They can expand profits by simply raising prices. Technology and
innovation thus began to slow by the 1970s, except for war goods and space industries. The
digitization revolution had not yet emerged. Xerox, IBM, Ampex, Kodak and other companies
existed, but were producing consumer cameras, fax machines they didn’t know how to sell, and
mainframe computers running on vacuum tubes. In 1970 Silicon valley, California was just being
born. If one asked what the Santa Clara-San Jose area of California was best known for, the
answer would have been fruit orchards and canning. The biggest factory was Food Machinery
Corp.In product markets, as the 1970s began, US autos were beginning to fail to compete for
the first time with their European counterparts, with Japanese products beginning to enter the
US market. US steel was also more costly than European or Japanese. Spending on war
production due to the Vietnam War, the Cold War, and the Space-Missile War was escalating,
while investment in non-war equipment was slowing relative to total investment. Government
services were expanding, as was spending on education, anti-poverty/welfare services, new
Medicare social security services, and of course the administration of war production. The US
was becoming increasingly dependent on Middle East oil in 1970, as a wave of nationalizations
in North Africa and the Middle East began.Change was now occurring rapidly in international
trade, currency exchange, and foreign money flows—or what’s sometimes called “external
markets.” US exports growth was slowing, while imports were rising. A shift in what’s called “net
exports” (imports minus exports) resulted, which would turn negative for nearly all the 1970s
decade and become a drag on overall US GDP throughout the decade.A driving force slowing
US exports was the accelerating pace of inflation throughout the 1960s, as US government
spending on war, space, and social programs accelerated, as oil dependency and prices rose,
and as monopolies-oligopolies simply passed on their costs in higher “administered” prices.
Added to the inflationary fiscal policies were central bank monetary policies that stimulated an
economy already “hot” with excessive money injections and low interest rates. President Richard
Nixon responded with a freeze on wages and prices in August 1971, which only temporarily
bottled up inflation until early 1973. Then wage-price controls collapsed and still more inflation
was added to the already excessive fiscal-monetary stimuli of 1970–72. Adding further fuel to
inflationary pressures, in 1973 war broke out in the Middle East, causing costs of oil that entered



the economy to spiral. In previous periods the cost of oil could be controlled. However, now, post
widespread nationalizations of the Middle East oil fields, the withholding of oil supply by Saudi
Arabia and others in response to US aid to Israel in the 1973 war resulted in the first major “oil
price shock” that exacerbated US inflation and economic instability.Accelerating inflationary
pressures served to make US exports even more uncompetitive. The US dollar was driven lower
in value as US inflation rose. The prevailing Bretton Woods international monetary system at the
time pegged the dollar to an ounce of gold at $35 per ounce. But as dollars accumulated
offshore from the late 1960s on, especially in Europe, a “Euro Dollar Market” emerged, where
US dollars could be borrowed and loaned outside the US, and grew. And as the value of the
dollar declined due to US inflation, European holders of the excess dollars began demanding
the US honor the Bretton Woods peg and exchange its gold for European-held dollars on
demand. Gold began to flow out of the US in large volume. In other words, the international
system created in 1944 to serve US economic interest was beginning to unwind by the early
1970s.External markets involving trade and currency exchange rates were changing
fundamentally—i.e. they were naturally restructuring. Slowing US growth and growing instability
were the consequence. A further restructuring of trade relations and the international monetary
system itself was required to avoid these problems. However, a solution to the trade and dollar
instability would not come until after 1973. And growth would be even further delayed as the US
entered its worst recession since the 1930s from 1973 to 1975.20US Labor markets were also in
turmoil during the decade. Unions had become stronger. Auto, steel and trucking unions had
been able to establish what was called “pattern” bargaining. Single contracts covered the entire
auto, steel, and other industries. Unions picked off the weakest of the oligopoly companies,
struck, and achieved significant contract gains which were then extended to the remaining
companies in the industry. Construction trades unions and trucking unions achieved major
regional contracts. In 1970–71 unions in construction and manufacturing, and then transport,
walked out in the biggest US strike wave since 1945 and won gains of 25% in wages and
benefits in the first year of typical three-year bargaining agreements. The big oligopolies in auto,
steel, and elsewhere could not stop the union militancy and gains.21Labor markets, especially
during the first half of the 1970s, witnessed the expansion of union organizing into new sectors
heretofore unorganized: agriculture harvesting by the United Farmworkers and Teamsters
Unions; hospitals by the Nurses and Services Employees Unions; and city, state and county
workers by AFSCME and SEIU unions, as well as teachers experienced rapid unionization in the
decade. Pro-labor legislation was enacted as well during the period, including Occupational
Safety and Health, Pension Reform, and demands for expanding union picketing and strike
rights. That meant more business regulation. At the same time, other social legislation was
imposing new regulatory requirements on business as well, especially in areas of the
environment and anti-discrimination rights. Adding to the social uncertainty that was dampening
business investment, other segments of society were being mobilized and demanding rights as
well, including gays, women, Chicanos, and American Indians. Morale in the military was at an



all-time low given the loss of the Vietnam War. The country was on the move, while business and
the economy faced growing challenges at home from labor as well as abroad from capitalist
competitors.An especially important area of “natural restructuring” underway from the late 1960s
through the 1970s was in the financial system and money markets. As previously noted, a
fundamental financial and credit system change was reflected in the rise of the Euro dollar
market and the collapse of the Bretton Woods gold-dollar system in the early half of the decade.
After 1973, central banks, led by the US Federal Reserve, were thereafter given responsibility,
once ensured by Bretton Woods, for ensuring currency exchange rate stability across
economies. They would not perform that task very well.But there were other fundamental
changes underway as well. Financial institutions outside the general banking system—i.e. what
are called “shadow banks”—were beginning to emerge and expand by the late 1960s. Outside
the banking regulatory system, they posed an increasing threat to financial system stability. Mini
financial crises began to occur for the first time since the 1930s, first in 1966 and then in 1970.
New financial instruments like Certificates of Deposit and Commercial Paper were at the center
of the events. Central bank, Fed, bailouts of separate financial institutions were required. Large
non-financial corporations, like the Penn Central Railroad, defaulted and failed, and new
financial entities, like Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) that had speculated in housing, had
to be bailed out.22In 1974, a still more serious financial instability event occurred in the midst of
the worst recession since the 1930s. The Franklin National Bank failed, followed by the near
failure of other banks, prevented only by their forced merger with yet other banks. New York City
went de facto bankrupt and was bailed out, as were a number of other shadow banks (REITs)
and nonfinancial corporations. The events of 1970 and 1974 in particular were evidence of the
growing financial instability maturing within the economic system. The indicator of that growing
propensity to financial instability—debt—rose dramatically throughout the 1970s. According to
the Federal Reserve Bank’s “Flow of Funds Accounts,” total net public and private debt in the US
rose from $1.432 trillion in 1970 to $3.948T in 1980. New credit and financial markets were
making excess funds (debt) available with which to speculate in financial and global markets,
thus adding to the growing debt on the private side. Government’s share of total debt was
actually falling over the decade relative to the total. Serving as the conduits for the increasing
debt-driven financial speculative investing, the shadow banks of the time were now expanding
notably and offering new forms of financial securities with which to invest as well as the
old.General political crises were adding to the uncertainties that typically dampen real
investment and therefore growth during the decade. Among the better known: Watergate, the
near impeachment, and resignation of Nixon. The loss of the Vietnam War and its severe impact
on the organization of the US military. The Arab-Israeli 1973 war and the inability of the US to
effectively intervene, given Watergate and Vietnam. The 1973 oil price shock, followed by
another in 1979. US foreign policy fiascos in Iran and Africa. The USSR occupation of
Afghanistan. The Iranian hostage crisis and the disastrous failed US rescue fiasco.What all
these changes in the US and global economy add up to is a kind of “rolling restructuring” in



progress throughout the decade of the 1970s. These were forces “naturally” occurring as US
and global capitalism was undergoing fundamental changes internally. They were not changes
induced by programs and policies designed to implement a controlled restructuring to restore
growth and stability to the economy. Existing policies and programs in the decade of the 1970s
were becoming increasingly ineffective in controlling the accelerating changes in the system that
were undermining US global economic hegemony abroad and capitalist class dominance
domestically in the US. New Neoliberal programs and policies were required to restore and re-
stabilize the economy.The new programs and policies would have to somehow stimulate new
real investment and lagging technological innovation, to weaken US capitalist competitors
relative to the US (or conversely strengthen US corporations in offshore markets), to ramp up
efforts to break the growing power and influence of US unions, to undermine workers’ rights and
take back bargained wages and benefits gains of previous decades, and to check and then roll
back the democratic and social gains of the various social movements. The particular and
unique “mix” of programs and policies that would be introduced, beginning in the final years
1978–79 of President Jimmy Carter’s regime, were then expanded and deepened significantly
under Ronald Reagan. This would become “Neoliberalism in Practice.”Neoliberal Induced
RestructuringStated in broad terms, the structural changes required to re-stabilize the US
economy, and to ensure further decades of US economic and political hegemony, included the
following:1. Restore real investment, innovation, and real economic growth in the US.Neoliberal
policies to drive this objective would include cutting business, private investor, and wealthy
household taxation. Deregulation of key industries. Shaking out the inflation and inflationary
expectations that were creating uncertainty and discouraging investment. Privatization of broad
sectors of the economy. And breaking the back of unionized labor which was an obstacle to
policies and programs designed to accelerate investment at the expense of US jobs and wages.
All the above would increase business and investor disposable income which, it was assumed,
would be redirected toward new investment both abroad and in the US as well.2. Weaken US
global capitalist competition to restore and ensure US economic hegemony for several more
decades.Policies introduced included introducing tax incentives for US manufacturing to
relocate offshore (which would also decimate union labor). Renegotiating the terms of trade with
Japan and Europe to their disadvantage. Deregulating global money capital flows and aiding US
banks and shadow banks to control those flows. Getting the Federal Reserve to shift to a long
term policy of chronic low interest rates (the “put”) to ensure a low valued dollar that would
benefit US exports. Introducing free trade programs and treaties that benefitted US corporations’
foreign direct investment (FDI) into other economies. Establishing what would be called the “twin
deficits” solution, whereby US dollar outflows from trade deficits and FDI, as well as US military
spending offshore would be “recycled back” to the US by foreign investors buying US
Treasuries.3. Increase US war and defense spending to make up for the slower defense
spending of the 1970s that occurred in the wake of Vietnam, while further ensuring dominance
by expanding US military bases globally.Neoliberal policies introduced included an acceleration



of government defense spending to build a 600 ship navy, accelerate missile and nuclear war
making capability, to launch what was called the “star wars” space military program, to privatize
more logistical functions of the military, to move to an all-volunteer force, and to shift military
spending to technology and away from manpower. As government military spending
accelerated, reductions in social program spending (austerity) would accelerate in tandem.4.
Advance the financialization of the US economy to enable the planned globalization of US
capital offshore, and to enhance the relative influence of US commercial and shadow banks
globally vis a vis competitors.The policies and programs required included, first, the
deregulation of global money capital flows, as well as deregulation of domestic finance, starting
with housing and commercial property. These were followed by policies favoring the expansion
of non-regulated banks—i.e. shadow banks—like investment banks, hedge funds, private equity
firms, and what were called “capital markets” in general; the privatization of corporate pension
funds, destruction of employer defined benefit pension plans and replacement with 401k
personal pension plans; and deregulation of savings and loans financial institutions.5. Destroy
unions and shift to contingent labor employment to lower union wages and to eliminate the
opposition of organized labor to the implementation of the preceding policies.De-unionization
programs included offshoring of manufacturing, industry deregulation in key sectors (trucking,
communication, airlines, etc.) to drive down prices and in turn union wage differentials and union
membership levels, empower government agencies (NLRB) to thwart union organizing drives
and ease restrictions on decertifying unions, tighten restrictions on strike and picketing activity,
grow contingent labor prohibited from union membership, shift to service employment making it
more difficult to unionize; to promote employer concession bargaining designed to take back
prior negotiated union gains and government seizure of resisting unions like PATCO and
Teamsters that did not cooperate, enabling easier pension plan theft by management and
speculators; and the refusal to raise federal minimum wages and other legislated prevailing
wage minimum laws (i.e. Davis Bacon, Walsh Healy, etc.).These various Neoliberal programs
and policies—i.e. Neoliberalism in Practice—would initiate a different emphasis and lead to a
new unique “mix” of policies in the 1980s and beyond, compared to the programs and policies
which had served the prior US capitalist restructuring of 1944–53. Or that of 1909–1916. Or the
1934–38 effort under Roosevelt, both of which were disrupted by war and political crises. Or the
partial, aborted and ultimately failed attempts at capitalist restructuring of the Nixon period,
1971–72.In short, Neoliberalism in Practice is as much about the objectives to be achieved by
restructuring the economy following a crisis, as it is about the specific programs and policies
designed to implement that induced restructuring. This is the deeper materialist basis of
Neoliberalism that most critiques of Neoliberalism totally fail to address. It’s not just about Ideas.
It’s not just about certain programs and policies. It’s about periodic capitalist crises and change
in the (constant) structure of capitalism—specifically the latest of the changes and crises—this
is Neoliberalism in Practice.In the following chapter, more detail is offered by way of a
comparative contrast of the Neoliberal restructuring and program-policy mix with prior capitalist



restructurings, both successful and aborted. Chapters 3 through 8 thereafter focus on the
evolution of Neoliberalism in Practice, as program and policy, from Reagan to Trump. Chapter 9
addresses the various material forces, new and old, already developing within American (and
world) capitalism which are undermining the US Neoliberal policy regime. These material forces
constitute the latest “natural restructuring” that will likely doom the current attempt by Trump to
restore Neoliberalism in a more virulent, aggressive form. A concluding Chapter 10 thereafter
addresses the theme that Neoliberalism has been, and remains, incompatible with even the
limited form of Democracy that exists in late 20th–early 21st century America. The advance of
Neoliberal policy has been accompanied by the decline of Democratic practices, norms, the
character of political parties, electoral practices, and is transforming US government institutions
in order to continue its advancement. The political history of the US since 1980, and the steady
drift from Democracy that has occurred during the period, confirms that fundamental
incompatibility between Neoliberalism and Democracy. The book’s last chapter concludes with
an assessment of the attacks and decline of Democracy under the current Trump administration,
which are accelerating as Trump attempts to restore a more aggressive form of Neoliberal policy
regime but has been confronted by an increasing resistance both at home and abroad.1 Damien
Cahill and Marijn Konings, Neoliberalism (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2017), 5.2 Both Neoliberal
policies and ideas have continued to evolve after this first phase, continuing to expand and
deepen until the crisis of 2008–09, at which time, this book argues, it “hit a wall”; the Obama
period represents thus a hiatus in its development. Trump policies should be therefore
understood as an attempt to revive and restore Neoliberalism in Practice—albeit in an even
more aggressive and violent form—as subsequent chapters will argue. Should Trump fail,
however, economic and material conditions suggest that yet another capitalist restructuring will
be required sometime in the mid to late 2020s decade.3 Indications are growing that
Neoliberalism cannot co-exist with democratic institutions, norms and practices that it once
tolerated. To implement the policies and programs the political institutions are forced to undergo
fundamental change as well.4 Or read the entire Book IV of Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (New York: Modern Library, 1937), 397–627. Or his
companion philosophical work, A Theory of Moral Sentiments, which states the moral basis for
his economic views in The Wealth of Nations.5 The origins of the idea at the Mt. Perelin Society
in 1947 is typically referenced as the start point of the idea of Neoliberalism in most intellectual
histories of the subject. See David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2005), 20; Manfred Steger & Ravi Roy, Neoliberalism: A Very Short
Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 15; Damien Cahill & Martijn Konings,
Neoliberalism (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2017), 8; and a host of other acknowledged
accounts.6 In the 1990s the torch of Neoliberalism as Idea was transferred to figures of note like
Charles Krauthammer, William Kristol, Robert Kagan and others. For the adaptation of classic
liberalism to the Neoliberalism Idea justifying the USA as the new global hegemon and empire,
see the essay by Yoram Hazony, “Is ‘Classic Liberalism’ Conservative?” Wall Street Journal,



October 14, 2017, 12.7 These preceding numbers refer to the US alone. UK, Europe and other
economies raise all the totals further.8 See Book V, Chapter 1, “Of the Expense of Public Works
and Public Institutions,” in Smith, Wealth of Nations, 681–89.9 Smith, 736.10 Smith, 737.11
Smith, 878–7912 Smith, 882.13 Interest payments on that $22 trillion, and projected continued
rise in US deficits and national debt, are forecast by the Congressional Budget Office to reach
no less than $900 billion a year by 2028.14 Friedman’s idea was implemented briefly in the early
1980s as Neoliberalism in Practice was launched under Reagan. It proved a disaster and was
quickly abandoned. Therefore, Neoliberalism in terms of monetary ideas adopted the practice of
constant injections of liquidity by central banks (i.e., money supply) on a chronic, long-term
basis. This would become known over the next three decades, from the mid-1980s to 2016, as
the great central bank “put” that would flood the US and world economy with excess dollars and
thereby feed and enable the financialization of the global economy. Neoliberalism in Practice
would prove to be very pragmatic, so long as the change in Practice clearly benefitted owners of
capital incomes.15 Naomi Klein, Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (New York:
Picador, 2008). Another recent academic has similarly argued that the ideas of the intellectuals
are what drive the rise and evolution of Neoliberalism—not the deeper material forces and
contradictions at the heart of capitalism that cause its periodic crises and restructuring. See
Philip Mirowski, Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to Waste: How Neoliberalism Survived the
Financial Meltdown (London: Verso, 2013).16 Cahill and Konings, Neoliberalism, 8.17 David
Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005). Perhaps
Harvey would not argue that explicitly, but the way his book is written, i.e. with the evolution of
Neoliberal Idea expressed at the same time as his description of Neoliberal policies and events,
the reader is left with the definite impression the ideas are what has driven the history and
practice of Neoliberalism.18 Harvey shifts back and forth between describing Neoliberalism as
Idea and in Practice in several chapters.19 The Practice of Neoliberalism includes forced
changes in the political structure. Examples of the political changes required to implement
Neoliberalism in Practice in the US since the 1980s are addressed in Chapter 10.20 See the
next chapter for more detail on Nixon’s response to the changes and crisis in the international
monetary system and trade.21 This was a major reason for Nixon imposing a 90-day wage
freeze, rolling back the gains, and holding wages under control for another two years. What the
companies could not achieve at the bargaining table with their unions, the State would do for
them. Again, see the next chapter.22 For a fuller analysis of the 1966, 1970, and 1974 financial
instability events, the reader is referred to Hyman Minsky, Stabilizing an Unstable Economy
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008), chapters 2–4.CHAPTER TWOCapitalist Restructurings in
America, 1909–2007“Natural Restructuring” occurs continuously under capitalism as production
processes, markets, technology, and even the nature of money are always evolving. That
evolution is not necessarily constant—i.e. occurring at the same pace at all times. Nor is it at all
times disruptive of growth and stability. But at some point it inevitably becomes disruptive,
slowing growth and creating economic and financial instability events. The institutions,



programs, policies, as well as the state’s ideology, fail to keep up with the pace and character of
this continually occurring natural restructuring and change. Contradictions intensify between the
old institutions, policies, etc. on the one hand, and the changes in production, markets,
technology, etc., on the other. Economic growth then slows, economic and financial instability
develops and erupts in recessions (or depressions) and banking-financial crashes. New
programs, policies, changes in institutions and ideology are then required in order to adjust to
and “catch up” with the natural restructuring. To put it alternatively, what is called “Induced
Restructuring” must occur to bring the various forces driving change naturally, into balance once
again with institutions, programs, policies, and so on.
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Bob Sheak, “The lethal mixture of neoliberalism and corporate capitalism. The US political-
economic system of corporate capitalism is beset with multiplicity of problems that will only be
intensified if Trump is re-elected in 2020. This is the thesis of economist Jack Rasmus in his new
book, The Scourge of Neoliberalism: US Economic Policy from Reagan to Trump. Rasmus
presents a persuasive case that the US economy has not recovered from the 2008-2009 crisis
and, despite the claims of Trump and his allies, the economy is hardly “great.” Rather, it is
plagued with problems (“contradictions’) that cannot be surmounted by the policies advanced by
the Trump administration and Republican Party. Rasmus is also skeptical that modest reforms of
the system will be adequate. The US is coming to a historic fork in the road. On one path, the
neoliberal-based policies, selectively implemented, of the Trump/Republicans will not only
continue but be strengthened. This path will only deepen the crisis. The other path, rarely taken,
will be taken if a radical alternative is chosen by voters, an alternative that is committed to a
policy agenda more aligned with the spirit and content of the New Deal, European Social
Democracy, or the idea of democratic socialism. The ideas of a Green New Deal or Medicare for
All are in these intellectual currents.The title of Rasmus’ book highlights the importance of
Neoliberal, but it would have been better if he had used the concept “corporate capitalism,” with
the title “the scourge of corporate capitalism.” Neoliberalism is an ideological framework that
justifies policies and programs that serve the interests of the mega-corporations, the private
sector of the economy generally, and calls (selectively) for minimal government. Corporate
capitalism is an economic-political system dominated by mega-corporations whose principal
goals are to maximize profits and who have a disproportionate influence on the political
system.The powerful advocates and political and intellectual enablers of Neoliberalism do two
things to confuse the public about their real goals, which are about maximizing/optimizing
profits, satisfying their shareholders, and keeping executive compensation going up. They
equate less government with “freedom,” however they love tax cuts, government subsidies, and
military spending. Indeed, they promise that tax breaks, deregulation, privatization, de-
unionization, a low-interest monetary policy, bailing out big banks, will generate economic
growth, innovation, and lots of good jobs. The reality is different. Corporate concentration
increases, as competition is stifled. The number of multi-millionaires and billionaires rise. Income
and wealth inequalities reach levels not seen since before the 1930s. The number of “good jobs”
in the economy shrink. And government support for all sorts of social, educational, and health
care benefits declines, while the prison population remains the largest in the world. The system
is rigged against democracy because, in the absence of massive grassroots mobilizations and
the rise of a progressive/radical Democratic candidates, the corporate and political decision-
makers have the power to make it that way.”

Steve Leigh, “Excellent Analysis of Neoliberalism!. The Scourge of Neoliberalism, U.S.



Economic Policy from Reagan to Trump—Jack Rasmus, Clarity Press, 2020This is an excellent
overview of Neoliberal policies from their inception to late 2019. Some of the book is very
detailed and useful recap of the various policies. Just as important, he makes several stimulating
and provocative analyses:Neo-liberalism is not actually a return to the Liberalism of the 1800’s. It
is instead closer to Merchantilism. One obvious difference is that the increased government
functions and economic interventions from the post-Classical Liberal period have NOT been
jettisoned. Instead some of those functions have been privatized. The government through
taxation continues to pay for them, but the profits off of those functions are now made by
corporations. As others have pointed out Neoliberalism is not a shrinking of government but a
transfer for functions from the carrot to the stick.Capitalist restructuring drives changes in
government policy. He outlines several such shifts—the early 1900s that brought the Federal
Reserve and Income tax when it was necessary to raise more funds and regulate the out of
control banking system. During WWI , this entailed an accommodation with laborThe New Deal
where government intervention was needed to prevent complete economic collapse. He doesn’t
note enough that some of the changes were made in response to mass action of workers.The
post-WWII period, where the U.S. took on a global military and economic role. This was still
based on the gold standard and fixed exchange rates.Finally, Neoliberalism which he attributes
mainly to the Reagan period though he does mention Carter as well. He even discusses Nixon’s
beginning moves in this direction. This was driven , the author believes, by the need by the U.S.
ruling class to recover hegemony in the face of competition from Germany, Japan and
others.The author mainly says that government policy shifts are in response to economic
changes within capitalism. Shifts in the base require shifts in the superstructure. However , he is
sometimes unclear about the relationship between the two. Already developing globalization
was a spur to neo-liberal polices.One major weakness of his account is the downplaying of the
tendency for the rate of profit to decline as a source of crisis. There is also little discussion of
economic crisis as a driving force of the various waves of restructuring. His stress on
technological and economic changes within capitalism is useful and interesting. However, it is
weakened by this missing element. The shift to Neoliberalism for example ignores that a key
reason for it was the declining rate of profit. It was not just that the U.S. wanted to reassert
hegemony, but that it d needed that hegemony to increase the profit of its corporations.This
leads to the author accepting the idea that the economic power of labor that threatened
capitalist profits. The key problem was actually declining profit rates. This meant that capitalists
who could afford rising living standards in the 50’s could no longer afford those from the late 60’s
on. Though the author credits class struggle with provoking the crisis that led to Neoliberalism,
he doesn’t otherwise discuss class struggle much throughout the rest of the book.His nuanced
explanation of the roll out of Neoliberal policies is important. Reagan was the first main executor
or NL policies but in a crucial respect he differed from later policies. To squeeze inflation out of
the economy, he and Volker pushed high interest rates. Once this was accomplished, low
interest rates became the norm of NL policies. These lowered the value of the dollar vis a vis



other currencies. This allowed U.S. manufacturers to be more competitive. Also it allowed US
companies to invest abroad and receive more dollar profits on repatriation to the U.S. The
implicit deal worked out was that U.S. investment abroad would help capitalists in other
countries. They would recycle the money they accumulated from the resulting U.S. trade deficit
into U.S. bonds. This would allow the U.S. to cover its trade deficit and at the same time cover its
budget deficit. The U.S. budget deficit mainly resulted from low and declining corporate tax rates
in the U.S. and high military spending to maintain U.S. economic and military dominance around
the world.These policies were inherently contradictory though they did produce a Neoliberal
boom until 2008. Attracting foreigners to buy U.S. bonds required higher interest rates than what
was encouraged in the U.S. This added to the budget deficit. The budget deficit produced
pressure toward austerity---cutting social programs etc. This was actually more successful
under Obama than under Trump. Over time, low interest rates had less and less of a stimulatory
effect on the economy. Neoliberal policies pushed other countries to do the same which led to
competitive devaluations and a trend toward negative interest rates across the world “ External
Policy” including trade deals which gave more freedom to U.S. corporations did not fully go into
effect until the end of Reagan’s term and early GHW Bush. These allowed more freedom for U.S.
corporations to make and repatriate profit. Under Trump, the U.S. trade position slipped so much
that Trump tried to push harder on allies and especially on China. The author sees this as a more
muscular neo-liberalism when others have seen it as a break from NL. The old NL policies were
not working well enough and had to be shaken up.Usually commentators see Trump’s trade
nationalism and dissing of NATO and going it alone policies as all of a piece and a real diversion
from the policies of all previous post-WWII presidents. The author does not address the NATO
issue but sees Trump’s “America First” policies as an extension of NL. It has its own
contradictions. Reducing the trade deficit can reduce the world subsidy to the U.S. budget
deficit. The disruption of the world economy that his trade wars cause pushes more sheltering of
funds in the U.S. which drives up the value of the dollar and in turn undercuts trade policy which
is based on the low U.S. dollar.One important point he makes is the source of opposition to
Obamacare. It was a boon to health insurance companies---ensuring them a market. However , it
was based on taxes on other corporations to subsidize the purchase of insurance by some of
the poor. This resulted in a division in the ruling class over the subsidy and gave fuel to the far
right over this. The irony is that something close to Obamacare was originally proposed by the
right wing Heritage Foundation.The author goes through in detail how the various NL policies
were implemented and the obstacles to them that limited them at various times. He stresses the
Marxist view that Neoliberalism was not primarily an ideology that somehow manifested itself in
policy. Though it was developed well before its implementation, it was primarily a justification for
policies used to augment U.S. hegemony and in my view to raise the rate of profit. Racism did
not cause slavery. Racism became the justification for slavery. So NL ideology did not cause the
practice of Neoliberalism, but justified it later. This is a very important foundation for
understanding NL.Though it tends to be too free-floating, he does discuss NL “industrial



policy”---basically weakening unions and driving down real wages. This is aimed at recuperating
the rate of profit by raising the rate of exploitation, though the author doesn’t quite put it this way.
His attack on NAFTA and seems to give some ground to protectionism--- that sending jobs
abroad was key to driving down wages. He also seems to oppose increased skilled immigration
for the same reason and sprinkles these arguments throughout the book. He does not stress
the much larger job loss from automation. Though the main thrust of the book is anti-capitalist, it
does give some ground to nationalist arguments. He also disses “identity politics” on 193He
notes on page 93 that NL policies tend to soften the blow of NL on the very poor while attacking
the middle and upper sections of the working class. This of course allows the Republicans to win
some support from the middle and upper sections of the WC, which are of course
disproportionately white. This reinforces their attempt to divide workers on racial lines.On 103 he
summarizes GW Bush’s policy focused on privatization, destroying defined benefit pensions
and holding down the minimum wage, reducing overtime pay and attacking public unions.On
113, he notes the lowering productivity growth in the 21st century as an example of crisis of NL.
Again , he does not relate this directly to the declining rate of profit. Also he seems to exaggerate
it. A big part of the declining position of the WC is that productivity continues to rise while wages
stagnate. Charts show this as a continuing phenomenon from the early 70s on and continuing
today. Obama’s recovery policies were relatively ineffective compared to previous recoveries---
showing NL is increasingly unable to push up profit rates.Trump’s NL policies on 122: rising war
spending; business tax cuts; making taxes more regressive; reducing social programs;
restructuring trade relations; expansion of free trade treaties; low dollar exchange rates;
continuing the twin deficit solution; low interest rates; deregulation and privatization; destruction
of unions; wage compressionTrump has so far actually less succesful at reducing social
spending than Obama. However, he has been more successful with the other policies. This is
one important point that the author makes:Trump policies are an expression of the needs of the
US Ruling Class and in general an extension of NL policy. Many commenters have noted that in
spite of Trump’s unpredictability, narcissism, crudeness etc,. he has feathered the nest of
business, mainly through tax cuts. However the author takes it further saying that Trump in
general is following the collective interests of the RC. He also notes that the authoritarianism
Trump is criticized for is a result of the intensification of NL. This is partly true in that the public
consistently opposes many NL policies and its opposition must be depressed to fully carry them
out. Since Nixon, there has been discussion of the ”imperial presidency”.This is of course true in
part. However, Trump has provoked more intense RC opposition than most other presidents.
This is partially reflected by his opposition in the press, from Republicans, exTrump officials, anti-
Trump books etc. The author downplays this division in the RC over Trump.The question
remains, how much of RC opposition to Trump is due to his personal qualities, his crudeness ,
his acceptance of support from Nazis etc. and how much is it due to policy differences?. Are his
“America First” policies a real departure from the collective approach to international problems?
George W Bush was attacked for these as well. Are his trade policies a departure from the NL



consensus or an intensification of it as the author insists. In either case these policies have
provoked significant RC opposition.This relates to the 2020 election and our view of the post
Trump era should Biden win. How significant is the difference between Biden and Trump? How
much can we expect any significant departure from Trump policies from Biden? In the view , not
much difference can be expected.On page 126, he rightly notes that resistance will help
determine whether NL will intensify or not181—One contradiction of NL policy is that low
interest rates needed for corporate profit lead to more and more financial instability. 183---
Central banks are not as independent as they are said to be.Though the author alludes to
declining profit rates as a major problem for capitalists, he does not stress this enough. He
therefore, raises the possibility of substantial changes to the NL consensus. He does not specify
what that new policy would be. However, many elements of NL would have to continue to
overcome 2 of the most important contradictions of capitalism---the need to raise the rate of
profit and the need to increase the rate of exploitation in order to do that. This means that even
is certain aspects of NL disappear such as the double deficit and low interest rates, the industrial
policy, austerity , low taxes on the rich etc. will persist. They will only be challenged seriously by
generalized class struggle. His focus on technical changes in capitalism as the source of policy
changes, downplays the centrality of these contradictions and hence the need of capitalism to
maintain some NL policies.His discussion of the next technological revolution is interesting but a
bit speculative---Hydrogen, AI etc. He underestimates the commitment of capitalism to fossil
fuels. This is a clear example of the relations of production ( capitalism now fixed on fossils)
conflicting with rising forces of production (hydrogen etc.) The outcome of this conflict is not as
predictable as he makes out.The other major innovation is AI which he feels will wipe out
millions of low level jobs, and not just in manufacturing. Again this seems a bit telescoped and
speculative. He does not recognize that this revolution to the extent it is carried out will exert a
major downward pressure on profit rates since the socially necessary labor time to produce
products will drop and the capital input will grow. His discussion of home 3d printers seems
especially speculative--- Who will be able to afford these especially with mass layoffs? He
implies that government will have to move away from NL to provide for the newly laid off. Again
this contradicts his correct insight that class struggle is the key here.The other aspect of the
future is more financial instability due to growth of crypto currency.His discussion at the end
shows with examples that NL contradicts democracy. This is fine except that he implies that
somehow pre-NL U.S. politics were more democratic. This echoes David Harvey’s idea that the
RC re-took power in the 70s. In reality, it already had power but adopted different policies when
it needed to re-establish profit rates and as the author says international hegemony.Overall , this
is a very interesting book and an excellent description of Neoliberalism and the policies of
various presidents trying to carry these out. It is stimulating though it has certain limitations
noted above.”

The book by Jack Rasmus has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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